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Abstract: From a scientific standpoint, both temporal and spatial variables must be examined when
developing programs for training various soccer scoring techniques (SSTs), but a review of current
literature reveals that existing scientific studies have overlooked this combinatory influence.
Consequently, there is no reliable theory on temporal-spatial identification when evaluating
scoring opportunities. Quantified by using biomechanical modeling, anthropometry, and SSTs
found in FIFA Puskás Award (121 nominated goals between 2009 and 2020), it is found that
players’ proprioceptive/effective shooting volume (i.e. players’ attack space) could be sevenfold the
currently-practiced shooting volume. The ignorance of some SSTs’ training leads to the underuse of
the potential shooting volume. These overlooked SSTs are airborne and/or acrobatic techniques,
perceived as high-risk and low-reward. Relying on the talent of an athlete to improvise on the fly
can hardly be considered as a viable coaching strategy. Therefore, for developing science-based SST
training regimes, groundbreaking studies are needed to: 1) expand the perception of shooting
volume, and 2) entrain one-touch-shot techniques (airborne/acrobatic) within this volume, in short,
Focusing-on-Time-in-Space. Whence, the new temporal-spatial theory could guide future
researches and develop novel training programs. An increase of airborne/acrobatic goals would
ultimately further enhance the excitement of the game.
Keywords: scoring opportunity identification; proprioceptive shooting volume; 0 possession shot;
airborne; anthropometry

1. Introduction
Soccer is the most popular sport in the world. It is played and watched on six continents with
265 millions of players and 4 billions of fans, i.e. over 50% of world population (7.7 billions) are
linked to soccer [1-3]. Unfortunately, the scientific understanding of this sport lags far behind its
practice, with most participants acquiring soccer scoring techniques (SST) through individual
experience rather than science-based instruction [4-6]. Especially, there is a dearth of scientific study
on some complex scoring techniques such as jumping turning kick (e.g. a nominated goal of FIFA
Puskás Award 2019 performed by Ibrahimović [7]) and Diving scorpion kick (the FIFA Puskás
Award 2017 [8]) [9,10]. The novelty of these unusual SSTs performed by talented athletes could
imply the necessity of scientific discovery. Thus skills that are virtuosic in appearance may be
eminently trainable and less a product of improvisatory abilities of individual players.
From a scientific standpoint, both temporal and spatial variables must be examined when
developing programs for training various SSTs. But, a search using keywords in the authority
database—Web of Science—reveals the following scenario: When the keyword “soccer goal” is
applied, 3357 articles are found. However, when the keyword is changed to “soccer goal
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opportunity”, the article number is dramatically dropped to 142. Even more theatrical, when
additional keyword “possession” (temporal factor) or “positioning” (spatial factor) is added for a
search, the number decreased to 31 and 33, respectively. To the end of the search, zero article occurs
when the keywords “possession” and “positioning” are substituted by the “airborne ball” (i.e.
three-dimensional space, Table 1). The review of current literature reveals that existing scientific
studies have, at least, overlooked the influence of three-dimensional space on goal chance
quantification. Consequently, there would be no reliable theory on temporal-spatial identification
when evaluating soccer scoring opportunities.
Table 1. The result of literature search in all databases of Web of Science on 29 September 2020.
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A recent study [10] reveals that there are 43 SSTs existed in current soccer games, 26 out of the
43 are air-attack techniques (i.e. airborne shot). The result, in combination with Table 1, would
suggest that groundbreaking researches are needed in order to develop science-based SST training
regimes. The current paper aims to lay a foundation for launching the groundbreaking studies
through a re-conception of temporal and spatial factors related to soccer shooting and to identify
elements that could be applied in entrainment of SSTs via biomechanical modeling.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Scietific Essentials regarding SSTs’ Exploration
In soccer, shots lead to goals and goals win games. As such, it would seem to be a logical focus
for both researchers and practitioners to explore all means that might increase the number and
effectiveness of shots taken during a game. Compared to many other sports, goals are relatively
infrequent in soccer (on average <3 goals/game in World Cup since 1960s [11]); many games are won
with just a single goal. Most of the game-play is dedicated to setting up or defending against scoring
opportunities. If an attacker gets a scoring opportunity, his/her chance to shoot the ball typically
does not last very long. In these brief moments, a player needs to shoot the ball quickly (a temporal
aspect of goal scoring) and accurately (a spatial feature of goal scoring). These two parameters
govern SSTs and are ultimately the determinants that decide whether the team’s effort is rewarded.
In the current paper, these determinants are quantitatively explored through a novel theoretical
framework. The framework is based on 1) temporal parameters identified in the past studies [12-16],
2) new spatial variables obtained by video-based analysis of all 121 nominated goals of FIFA Puskás
Award (2009-2020) [16], and 3) quantification of the effective shooting volume of an athlete via
biomechanical modeling. This effective shooting volume depends on a player’s proprioceptive
abilities, which are developed through structured repetitive trainings [18-21]. Hence the volume can
also be named as players’ proprioceptive shooting volume. Its quantification would decide if a ball
should be counted as a goal chance (i.e. the ball is within/passing through the volume) or not.
2.2. Selection of Temporal and Spatial Factors
Through examination of the existing studies [12-16] and videos of the 121 nominated goals of
FIFA Puskás Award, the following parameters that could be applied in the identification of the
scoring opportunities were selected:
The possession number of ball before shooting [12-14] was used for the temporal identification.
Three categories were applied in the current paper: 0 possessions (i.e. one-touch-shot where a player
shoots as a ball is passing by), 1 possession (i.e. setting the ball and then shooting) and the other ball
control strategies combined (i.e. 2+ possession maneuvers).
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Regarding the spatial analysis, previous studies focused only on field-geography [14-16] and
neglected the influences of both the athletes’ body orientation (e.g. facing [22] or back-facing [9] the
goal) and the spatial position of the ball at the instant of shot. To make the latter aspect in details, the
spatial position of the ball have horizontal and vertical components. Horizontally, using the goal
and the player as positional references, the ball can be between them, beyond them or to the side of
them. Vertically, the ball can be airborne or on the ground. In the current study, these new spatial
parameters related to athletes’ body orientation and the spatial position of the ball at the instant of
shot were selected for our quantification.
Figure 1 shows the selected temporal and spatial parameters. Using these parameters, all the
121 Puskás videos were quantitatively analyzed. Descriptive statistics (i.e. pie chart) is applied to
summarize these categorical data (i.e. percentage distribution) in order to reveal the characteristics
of the selected parameters and their contributions to scoring goals at the top elite level.
2.3. Quantification of the shooting/attack volume through biomechanical modeling
3D full-body biomechanical modeling was used to estimate an athlete’s attack volume (i.e.
proprioceptive/effective shooting volume). Logically, the larger one’s effective shooting volume, the
more goal chances one will possess. Through the full-body biomechanical modeling, the current
article would first quantify the dimensions of various SSTs, and then, establish a link between SST
and goal chance quantification. Such a conceptual organization is missing in the current soccer
research and practice.
3. Results
The existing studies [12-14] examined more than 600 professional and World Cup matches. The
results have shown that scoring with 0 possession (i.e. one-touch-shot) amounts for 26% – 40% of
goals. The longer a player possesses the ball, the lower the scoring chance. Setting the ball and then
shooting (1 possession) is the next most successful strategy. Combined, 0 and 1 possession shots
account for over 50% of goals. All other ball control strategies combined (2+ possession maneuvers)
have lower success rates. The temporal branch of Figure 1 based on the 121 FIFA Puskás Award
nominated goals of 2009-2020 shows even more pronounced results: 57.0% (0 possession), 71.9% (0 &
1 possession), and 28.1% (2+ possessions), respectively.

Figure 1. The temporal and spatial factors related to goal chance identification and their
contributions to goals: empirical evidences drawn from all 121 FIFA Puskás Award nominees’ goals
2009-2020.

The results of spatial analysis show that, as a ball comes into an athlete’s proprioceptive
shooting volume, a player’s body orientation can be facing, side-facing, or back-facing (Figure 1 and
Figure 2 (A) – (C)), relative to the position of the goal.
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Figure 2. The clarification of spatial factors and their influences on the dimension quantification of
the attack space (scoring chance): (A) 3D quantification of the jumping side volley (top-view) [23,24].
(B) 3D quantification of the maximal instep kick (top-view) [25,26]. (C) 3D quantification of the
bicycle kick (top-view) [9,24]. (D) Dimensions of bicycle kick (side-view with timely trace of kick
foot) obtained via 3D motion analysis and biomechanical modeling [9,24]. (E) Frontal dimension of a
diving header – distance estimated using diving biomechanics [27] and anthropometrical modeling
[28,29]. (F) Dimensions of the jumping side volley (frontal view with timely trace of kick foot)
obtained via 3D motion analysis and biomechanical modeling [23,24]. (G) Lateral dimension of
volley kick – distance estimated using biomechanical modeling and anthropometrical study [28]. (H)
Vertical dimension of a jumping header – distance estimated using jump biomechanics [30,31] and
anthropometrical modeling [28,29]. (I) potential attack height that might be reached using a bicycle
kick at different trunk-angle orientations – biomechanical model estimation [9,28].

In terms of body orientation at the moment of shooting, of the 121 Puskás goals, about half
(50.4%) were achieved facing the goal, while 33.1% were “side-facing”, and 16.5% were
“back-facing” (Figure 1). Horizontal ball position statistics are comparable, 53.7% of goals occurred
when the ball was between player and goal, while side and beyond balls accounted for the
remaining 46.3% (Figure 1). Regarding vertical ball positioning, 57.9% of goals were airborne and
only 42.1% were ground balls (Figure 1).
Table 2. A 1.8m-tall athlete’s proprioceptive/effective shooting volume (m3) quantified/estimated by
using biomechanical modeling and anthropometrical data.

Currently
practiced
～8.5

Achieved by talented
elite athletes
～35.4

Theoretical
potential
～58.8

The results of the volume quantification of the proprioceptive/effective shooting were shown in
Table 2. In the current soccer coaching practice (i.e. the systematically trained SSTs are maximal
instep kick, jumping header and volley/side volley [32,33]), the shooting volume formed by these
skills in terms of a player’s body height (BH) as follows: anterior-posterior direction – 1.3 BH (the
last-stride-length of the maximal instep kick) [4,26], vertical direction – 1.4 BH (jumping height for a
header) (Figure 2 (H)), and medial-lateral direction – 0.8 BH (lateral reach of the side volley – 0.4 BH
each leg) (Figure 2 (G)). If we consider the case of a 1.8 m tall athlete, when the above is considered,
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the calculation of his/her maximum effective shooting volume would be 2.34m × 2.52m × 1.44m, or
very roughly 8.5 m3. If the volumes of two acrobatic SSTs (i.e. bicycle kick and jumping side volley,
Figure 2 (D) & 2 (F) performed by some elite soccer players) are included in the calculation, the same
player’s effective shooting volume would be 4.14m × 2.52m × 3.24m, roughly 35.4 m3, or
approximately four times the shooting volume of the normally practiced techniques in the current
coaching practice. If additional SSTs such as the diving header (Figure 2 (E)) and an improved
bicycle kick (trunk angled 45° in addition to the current 0° bicycle kick, Figure 2 (I)) are included,
effective shooting volume increases to 4.32m × 2.70m × 5.04m, roughly 58.8 m 3, or approximately
seven times the normally practiced shooting volume.
4. Discussion
Due to the rarity of goal chance in soccer, it is highly relevant to establish a theoretical system to
guide the research and coaching practice. Obviously, a scientific clarification/elaboration of a scoring
chance and its relationship to the temporal and spatial concepts would form a foundation, on which
scientific developments and improvements of SSTs could be built. Unfortunately, the scientific
studies on the temporal-spatial influence on effectiveness of soccer attacks (i.e. turn a scoring chance
into a goal) has not yet seen.
4.1. Temporal-spatial Opportunity Identification
In essence, scoring chances are an issue of maximizing probabilities of scoring, which cannot be
determined without required basic theories/knowledge related to temporal-spatial identification
and quantification of players’ possibilities to shoot. It is important for researchers and practitioners
to understand how the probability assessments could be made, and how they could contribute to
goals.
Scoring opportunity can be defined by the feasibility of shooting successfully, i.e. a chance
would be given for an attacker when a ball into a position where reaching the goal is both achievable
and likely. Previous games’ analyses have shown that such a scenario is an ephemeral “free ball” in
or near penalty area [12,14,16]. These studies have shown that more than 65% of goals are scored
when an attacking player possesses the ball in or near his/her opponents’ penalty area, and he/she is
not hindered by defenders – a “free ball”. Hence, most goal-scoring studies (and training)
overwhelmingly emphasize the field-geography of the ball [13,14,16]. As a consequence, the current
practice and training programs [32,33] focus attention on team strategies to achieve geographic
opportunity and underemphasizes temporal-spatial opportunity identification related to SSTs.
The evidences gained from the 121 FIFA Puskás goals (Figure 1) have indicated that a novel
theoretical frame is needed to re-examine and/or allocate the known and unknown factors related to
the existing SSTs and breakthrough studies are desired to quantify the influences of those factors on
temporal-spatial opportunity identification.
4.1.1. Temporal Efficiency
The first challenge would be the temporal enumeration, i.e. the possession number of ball
before shooting. Time is of the essence when preparing to shoot the ball. Even if in possession of a
“free ball”, a player will likely not be free for long; defenders will attempt to thwart the shot. The
results summarized in this study clearly indicate that a sudden attack would create the highest
temporal efficiency for converting a scoring chance into a goal. But, temporal aspect does not stand
alone; obviously, it interacts with spatial factors.
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4.1.2. Spatial Effectiveness
Space is a more challenging concept; but it must certainly consist of more than mere
field-geography. A player’s proprioceptive abilities influence goal opportunity identification, i.e. as
the soccer ball comes into a player’s proprioceptive shooting volume, his/her ability of performing a
shooting control under various body orientations and ball 3D spatial positions must fall within these
abilities in order for him/her to attempt to score. Such proprioceptive abilities can be developed
through repetitive trainings with structured/targeted training [18-21].
Based on the current literature there seems to be existing research and coaching emphasis on
shots taken: 1) facing the goal, and 2) with the ball between the player and the goal [32,33]. It is not
surprising that most training and practice regimes concentrate on the variables that account for the
higher percentages of goals found in the pie charts of Figure 1. However, this neglects a significant
percentage of scoring opportunities that may exist in smaller “slices of the pie”. Some of these might
be improved through structured training. For example, Swedish player Ibrahimovic's bicycle kick
against England in 2013 (i.e. the Puskás award 2013) was a goal achieved as he ran away from, and
not toward, the goal. This shot can be characterized as follows: 0 possession, back facing the goal, a
beyond ball, and an air-attack. Currently, there is no science-based training program available for
practitioners [9,24]. Therefore, the skill is generally considered as a product of the improvisatory and
virtuosic abilities of an individual player, not as a trainable one. The question arises whether or not
training regimes that develop SST shooting components required for such “virtuosity” might
improve scoring by increasing players’ proprioceptive/effective shooting volumes. The 121 Puskás
goals have shown that 16.5% goals were achieved by using back-facing-goal techniques and 19.8%
goals were with ball located beyond (not between) the goal and players (Figure 1). These “unusual”
goals would signify that what is required is a theoretical framework to logically link the temporal
and spatial factors for a systematical exploration.
4.1.3 Lost in Time and Space in the Current Soccer Research
From a scientific standpoint, both temporal and spatial variables must be examined when
developing programs for SST training. However, our study reveals that the temporal-spatial aspect
is mostly neglected in the current soccer research and coaching literature, i.e. scientific soccer studies
are lost in time and space.
Further, the results of Puskás goals show that a few talented elite athletes, via long-time
practice, have developed improvisatory abilities, which can turn “impossible” goals (commonly
identified as non-chance goals) into goals. This study would suggest that scientific quantification
would result in the scoring chance identification as “yes” or “no” instead of “impossible”, if these
skills could be demystified through a biomechanically quantitative study. Without a scientific
quantification on temporal-spatial challenges, an identification of a scoring chance would be vague,
subjective and unclear. Unfortunately, this is the situation in current soccer study, especially to the
spatial challenges.
4.2. Quantification of Athletes' Proprioceptive/Effective Shooting Volume – A Key for Scoring-opportunity
Identification
Currently, there are few, if any, studies on the manipulation/expansion of players’ attack
volume. Scientifically, such a volume is linked to a player’s proprioceptive ability (i.e. athletes’
proprioceptive/effective shooting volume) [18-21]. Previous studies on the proprioceptive ability
have shown that such an ability is highly entrainable [19-21].
Discounting “lucky” goals, a player’s goal scoring volume can be limited by the volume of
those SSTs that athletes have been entrained. The normally entrained SSTs in the current coaching
practice are: 1) maximal instep kick including the curved kick (characteristics: facing the goal, a
between ball, & a ground ball), 2) headers (characteristics: facing/side-facing the goal, a between/side
ball, & an air-attack), and 3) volley kick (characteristics: facing/side-facing the goal, a between/side
ball, & an air-attack below the hip) [32,33]. Therefore, the current training system would
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under-develop plyers' proprioceptive/effective shooting volume, reducing their possibilities to
shoot/decreasing their goal chances.
The results of our study (Table 2) would suggest that the talent athletes (e.g. Cristiano Ronaldo
and Zlatan Ibrahimović, the winners of Puskás award) have found ways (i.e. mastering unique
acrobatic SSTs) to increase their proprioceptive/effective shooting volume by 4 times as compared to
the normally trained players. These unusual SSTs contribute to enlarge their proprioceptive
shooting volume. Further, our study has revealed that, theoretically, the increased volume could
potentially further be enlarged by seven times of the “normally” practiced shooting volume (Table
2). The ramifications of our results are far reaching. Even if less than half of these theoretical gains
could be realized through training of underutilized “slices of the pie”, a player’s effective
proprioceptive shooting volume could be doubled or tripled.
Obviously, the dimensions of the proprioceptive shooting volume are heavily influenced by
SSTs available to an athlete. A recent study [10] and the goals of Puskás nominees unveil that there
are more than 10 SSTs that should be considered as potential contributors to maximize a player’
proprioceptive shooting volume. Based on FIFA criteria (“Puskás goals should not be the result of
luck, mistakes, deflection by another player or the player in an offside position”) [17], these SSTs are
clearly repeatable; so, they should be entrainable. What we need are scientific studies that demystify
these SSTs and establish new and effective training regimes.
4.3. Focusing on Time in Space: the new Framework/Nexus for Uniting Time Efficiency and Spatial
Effectiveness
The nexus for uniting the time efficiency and spatial effectiveness is the SSTs. First, mastering
more SSTs would increase the effective dimension of the attack space to gain more scoring chances,
i.e. the larger the effective dimension is, the more chances will be covered. Second, mastering more
SSTs would ensure a shot with 0-ball possession regardless of ball’s horizontal and vertical position
and an attacker’s dynamic posture (Figure 1 & 2). Last, mastering more SSTs would enable an
attacker to preclude a defense player for a clear shot, i.e. more options for choosing an attack.
Regrettably, scientific studies as well as coaching practice fall far behind the practice; most of
the identified SSTs (currently 43 in total [10]) cannot be systematically trained due to the lack of
scientific investigation and understanding [9,23,24]. The SSTs overlooked by researchers and
coaches are the airborne and/or acrobatic attack-techniques such as scorpion kick, diving scorpion
kick, jumping side volley, jumping turning kick, long-jump turning header, diving header, sliding
kick and more [10]. The fatal effect of the overlook is the descent of the time efficiency and spatial
effectiveness.
The common characteristics of the overlooked SSTs in research and training are exceedingly
complex, labeled as high-risk and low award [9,23,24]. These skills, for most athletes, can hardly
learn without insightful guidance. It is time for researchers to conduct quantitative studies for 1)
demystifying the complexity of the skills; 2) identifying skills required for various ball positions and
dynamic body postures; and 3) develop training programs for injury-free exercise, since the accurate
performance of the airborne/acrobatic SSTs requires repetitive practice.
In short, merely relying on the talent of an athlete to improvise on the fly can hardly be
considered a viable coaching strategy. A more structured conceptual organization of SSTs’ training
could improve players’ spatial awareness in terms of body orientation and ball spatial position;
applied practice of a one-touch-shot within this improved volume could concomitantly lead to
increased scoring, i.e. Focusing-on-Time-in-Space would be the new framework and should act as
the strategy for developing novel training programs.
5. Conclusions
Retrospectively, from a scientific standpoint, both temporal and spatial variables must be
examined when evaluating soccer scoring opportunities. Unfortunately, field geography tends to
dominate attention of researchers and practitioners, and consideration of player-centered
temporal-spatial aspects of SSTs is mostly neglected, i.e. the research is Lost in Time and Space.
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Space certainly consists of more than mere field geography. A player’s trained SSTs, i.e. his/her
proprioceptive/effective shooting volume, influence both scoring opportunity identification and the
dimensions of his/her attack space. The development of novel training programs should, first, focus
on the increase of the attack space through mastering as many SSTs as possible; and then,
concentrate on selecting a proper SST for reaching one-touch-shot in the attack volume, i.e. Focusing
on Time in Space. The results of our biomechanical modeling reveals that an athlete has to learn
airborne/acrobatic SSTs in order to increase his/her attack space. Therefore, scientific studies are
needed to demystify the complexity of these skills for their learning and training.
The great attraction of soccer for millions of fans is the goal. Various techniques for gaining
goals are sources of excitement. More frequent use of airborne/acrobatic SSTs for goals can only
enhance the excitement of the game. Therefore, this new framework of Focusing on Time in Space
would bring more excitement to us through promoting novel studies and developing innovative
training programs for learning and practice various SSTs.
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